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SESSION PROPOSAL 10
HOW DIFFERENT COMMUNICATION PATHWAYS IMPACT THE SUCCESS OF A CLINICAL TRIAL, A
MULTIFACETED PERSPECTIVE
Peyton Kline, Public Health Sciences, The Medical University of South Carolina

Description of Session:
Description: It is no mystery that it ‘takes a village’ to initiate, execute, and complete a clinical trial on time and
within budget. Sometimes in our own roles within a clinical trial it is easy to lose sight as to how many
communication pathways can impact the success of a clinical trial and the messages relayed to our patients and
communities. This session will highlight and demonstrate the various communication pathways, and innovative ways
to improve processes in multiple settings. The session will highlight a variety of perspectives to include data and
project managers, clinical research coordinators, and junior investigators that work on studies that are within the
SIREN network. SIREN is an established NIH-funded network based on a multidisciplinary partnership capable of
collaborating, developing, and conducting multiple confirmatory clinical trials of early interventions delivered in the
emergency department and the intensive care unit. The speakers will come from a variety of backgrounds and speak
on their experiences in regards to communication pathways related to their field. The session will be followed by a
panel discussion with a question answer session that include members from other various areas.
Session Type: This session will involve a diverse panel consisting of three presentations by a data manager, clinical
coordinator, and a junior investigator followed by 3 discussants who will comment on the challenges of translating
communication in a variety of forms to include data received or site to site communication; and presenting possible
solutions for success. The speakers’ experience will represent a new investigator (early career), a proficient level data
manager with prior experience within clinical coordination (previous Co-I, project management), a site clinical
research coordinator, and a clinical research group project manager (extensive knowledge in emergency medicine
clinical trials, and Hub representative in SIREN network). Each speaker will share their career path along with their
research challenges and successes, with a focus on emergency medicine clinical trials along with experience in a
pilot/feasibility study. Some key discussion topics will be the success of screen failure data, cost analysis of a
coordinator pool between remote and in-person coverage, and the benefits of mock consenting. These presentations
will be followed by 3 discussants who are well-seasoned in conducting/coordinating/managing multicenter clinical
trials. They will comment on the speakers’ presentations as well as offer key advice for successful trial coordination
from a variety of perspectives. The speakers and discussants are all members of the SIREN network, and offer
unique approaches. The speakers also have experience to highlight how each of their roles influenced the other role.
Contributors:
Peyton Kline, MHA, CCRP, The Medical University of South Carolina
Abbey Staugaitis, RN, MSN, CCRC, University of Minnesota
Alaa Kassir, MD, University of Chicago
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